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Special edition of the Federal Register, containing a codification of documents of general applicability and future effect ... with
ancillaries.
Cases & Materials on Constitutional and Administrative Law provides you with a comprehensive selection of legal resources to
accompany your studies. Extracts from leading cases, academic works, and political documents are drawn together with incisive
author commentary and thought-provoking questions to highlight the historical debates and ongoing development of the subject.
The authors take a critical look at the doctrines of constitutional law and the principles of administrative law, showing how the
constitution operates in relation to Parliament, the Executive, and the citizen. The eleventh edition has been fully revised and
updated with new extracts and commentary from recent case law and legislation, and also features a new chapter on devolution.
This book examines administrative law in Asia, exploring the profound changes in the legal regimes of many Asian states that
have taken place in recent years. Political democratization in some countries, economic change more broadly and the forces of
globalization have put pressure on the developmental state model, wherein bureaucrats governed in a kind of managed capitalism
and public-private partnerships were central. In their stead, a more market-oriented regulatory state model seems to be emerging
in many jurisdictions, with emphases on transparency, publicity, and constrained discretion. This book analyses the causes and
consequences of this shift from a socio-legal perspective, showing clearly how decisions about the scope of administrative law and
judicial review have an important effect on the shape and style of government regulation. Taking a comparative approach,
individual chapters trace the key developments in the legal regimes of major states across Asia, including China, Japan, Korea,
Malaysia, Taiwan, Hong Kong, Indonesia, Singapore, the Philippines, Thailand and Vietnam. They demonstrate that, in many
cases, Asian states have shifted away from traditional systems in which judges were limited in terms of their influence over social
and economic policy, towards regulatory models of the state involving a greater role for judges and law-like processes. The book
also considers whether judiciaries are capable of performing the tasks they are being given, and assesses the profound
consequences the judicialization of governance is starting to have on state policy-making in Asia.
Cases & Materials on Constitutional & Administrative Law provides students with a comprehensive selection of legal resources to
accompany their studies. Extracts from leading cases, academic works, and political documents are drawn together with incisive
author commentary and thought-provoking questions to highlight the historical debates and ongoing development of the subject.
The authors take a critical look at the doctrines of constitutional law and the principles of administrative law, showing how the
constitution operates in relation to Parliament, the Executive, and the citizen. Online Resource Centre This book is supported by
an Online Resource Centre providing a wide range of extra resources to further support students in their studies, including: Updates in constitutional and administrative law - An extensive range of web links - An interactive timeline of significant public law
events throughout history - 'Oxford News Now'- a live feed on topical public law issues, sourced from news websites such as the
BBC and Guardian
Rigorously updated textbook that balances business theory and business practice. Includes new cases studies and up-to-date examples.
This book draws on a wide range of evidence to explore the facts about the relationship between substance misuse and domestic violence
and their effect on children, and examines the response of children's services when there are concerns about the safety and welfare of
children. It reveals the vulnerability of these children and the extent to which domestic violence, parental alcohol or parental drug misuse
impact on children's health and development, affect the adults' capacity to undertake key parenting tasks, and influence the response of wider
family and the community. It includes parents' own voices and allows them to explain what help they feel would best support families in
similar situations. The authors explore the extent to which current local authority plans, procedures, joint protocols and training support
information sharing and collaborative working. Emphasising the importance of an holistic inter-agency approach to assessment, planning and
service provision, the authors draw from the findings implications for policy and practice in both children and adult services. This book is
essential reading for all professionals working to promote the welfare and wellbeing of children and those working with vulnerable adults,
many of whom are parents.
With case table.
Pursuant to a congressional request, GAO reviewed: (1) how the federal district courts are implementing the Pretrial Services Act of 1982; (2)
the reliability of the pretrial services data being reported by the courts to the Administrative Office of the U.S. Courts; and (3) the initiatives
taken to better utilize resources available for performing pretrial services. GAO found that: (1) not all eligible defendants were contacted
before bail hearings because most district courts do not have enough staff to fully implement the program; (2) some judicial officers did not
support the program; (3) responsible law enforcement agents did not always notify probation or pretrial service officers when there were
criminal defendants to be interviewed; (4) pretrial case files generally showed that information reported to the Administrative Office was
accurate; and (5) three of the district courts experienced difficulties in reporting pretrial information in a timely manner. GAO also found that
initiatives were underway to: (1) develop abbreviated pretrial interview and report forms for selected defendants; (2) test the feasibility of
using law and criminal justice students to perform selected pretrial functions; and (3) develop guidelines for pretrial service officers to
recommend pretrial supervision to judicial officers.

Provides a set of commentaries on a contractual history of an oil or gas field, from the initial formation of a consortium to
bid on concessions, to the abandonment of the facilities. The book is accompanied by a disk containing precedents, to
accompany and illustrate the principles described.
Offers forty cases focusing on contemporary problems and realistic situations to help students apply what they have
learned in previous advertising courses.
Written as a practical guide, Best Value: Law and Management sets out the legal implications but also addresses what
needs to be done to comply with the regime. It contains healthcheck and performance indicators as well as key legislative
and other documentation. This comprehensive book meets the need for a 'hands-on' guide to the implications of best
value for all personnel whose institutions are affected by the regime.
Annual ReportAnnual Report of the Board of State Auditors for the State of Michigan for the Year ...Generalist Case
Management: A Method of Human Service DeliveryCengage Learning
Leading management consultants offer pragmatic advice for solving complex problems in all aspects of business
including corporate growth and management, marketing, production, distribution, and cost control
The Business Student’s Guide to Sustainable Management has become a core textbook for business undergraduates.
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With a full introduction to sustainable management, the textbook covers all subject areas relevant to business students.
This second edition features fully updated chapters on how to integrate the Sustainable Development Goals into
accounting, marketing, HR and other subjects in management and business studies. Furthermore, this second edition
offers brand new chapters on how to teach the Principles for Responsible Management Education (PRME) in any
business discipline, how to explore new business models designed to support sustainable development and how to
crowdsource for sustainable solutions. The book contains over 40 ready-made seminars/short workshops which enable
teachers and students to integrate the Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs) into every discipline in business,
including economics, operations, marketing, HR, and financial reporting. Each chapter follows the same easy-to-use
format. The Business Student’s Guide to Sustainable Management provides a true treasure chest of materials to support
staff wanting to integrate sustainability into their teaching and provides support to effectively embed sustainability in the
curriculum. The chapters also offer a starting point in developing teaching units for Masters and MBA students. The
material is not just useful to people in business schools, but to those involved in wider scale curriculum change, and
those looking to make links between different disciplines (for example, how to teach system thinking, corporate peacemaking and the crowdsourcing of sustainable solutions). Online Teaching Notes to accompany each chapter are
available on request with the purchase of the book.
Globalization, sustainable development, and technological applications all affect the current state of the business sector
in Asia. This complex industry plays a vital part in the overall economic, social, and political aspects of this region, as well
as on a larger international scale. Managerial Strategies and Solutions for Business Success in Asia is an authoritative
reference source for the latest collection of research perspectives on the development and optimization of various
business sectors across the Asian region and examines their role in the globalized economy. Highlighting pertinent topics
across an interdisciplinary scale, such as e-commerce, small and medium enterprises, and tourism management, this
book is ideally designed for academics, professionals, graduate students, policy makers, and practitioners interested in
emerging business and management practices in Asia.
The Code of Federal Regulations is the codification of the general and permanent rules published in the Federal Register
by the executive departments and agencies of the Federal Government.
For more than twenty years, management expert Bruce Tulgan has been asking, “What are the most difficult challenges you face
when it comes to managing people?” Regardless of industry or job title, managers cite the same core issues—27 recurring
challenges: the superstar whom the manager is afraid of losing, the slacker whom the manager cannot figure out how to motivate,
the one with an attitude problem, and the two who cannot get along, to name just a few. It turns out that when things are going
wrong in a management relationship, the common denominator is almost always unstructured, low substance, hit-or-miss
communication. The real problem is that most managers are “managing on autopilot” without even realizing it—until something
goes wrong. And if you are managing on autopilot, then something almost always does. The 27 Challenges Managers Face shows
exactly how to break the vicious cycle and gain control of management relationships. No matter what the issue, Tulgan shows that
the fundamentals are all you need. The very best managers hold ongoing one-on-one conversations that make expectations clear,
track performance, offer feedback, and hold people accountable. For every workplace problem—even the most awkward and
difficult—The 27 Challenges Managers Face shows how to tailor conversations to solve situations familiar to every manager.
Tulgan offers clear approaches for turning around bad attitudes, reducing friction and conflict, improving low performers, retaining
top performers, and even addressing your own personal burnout. The 27 Challenges Managers Face is an indispensable resource
for managers at all levels, one anyone managing anyone will want to keep on hand. One challenge at a time, you’ll see how the
most effective managers use the fundamentals of management to proactively resolve (nearly) any problem a manager could face.
This practical text equips students with the fundamental information and skills needed to be effective case managers, covering
such central issues as the responsibilities of case management, competencies needed for ethical and multicultural case
management, participation in interdisciplinary and interorganizational teams, and engagement in advocacy and leadership. The
first-person experience of a client and her case managers draws students into the text. To ensure that the book offers current and
accurate information, the authors interviewed human service case managers nationwide about their jobs, skills, challenges, and
clients. These interviews, combined with current research and numerous case studies, make GENERALIST CASE
MANAGEMENT: A METHOD OF HUMAN SERVICE DELIVERY, 5th Edition, realistic and relevant. The text also aligns with
NASW case management standards and helps to prepare students for earning C-SWMC certification and the HS-BCP credential.
Important Notice: Media content referenced within the product description or the product text may not be available in the ebook
version.
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